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Editor:
I note John Mosley's script (Third Quarter, 1984)
about "The Ch ristmas Star," deali ng with the 7-6 B.C.
vs. 3-2 B.C. for the Star of Bethlehem.
Though he may be up to date on this controversy,
his discussion of supernovae is not current (p. 18). He
discusses only Type" supernovae, the death of supergiant
stars. In contrast, Type I supernovae take place, according to current models, in binary systems containing
white dwarfs when mass from the companion falls onto
the white dwarf and puts it over the 1A-solar-mass limit.
Further, the "supernova remnant" that results is but one
type of nebula. And the statement that a neutron star or
pulsar is at the center of the "nebula" (better, "remnant")
is not always true; x-ray observations from the Einstein
Observatory showed that many supernova remnants do
not contai n neutron stars.

John Mosley replies:
It is true that we do not describe Type I supernovae in
our Christmas planetarium shows, but as supernovae are
incidental to the main topics, we must be brief and simplify.
We use the Crab Supernova as our example because we
have good stock visuals to illustrate it and it's dramatic.
page in our script could be picked apart in a similar manner
by any professional astronomer and a number of "errors"
revealed, such as whether "is" or "was" is better on page
15, but our shows are not technical research papers. I think
these matters are not what most concern Dr. Pasachoff, and
I move directly to his last paragraph.

Further, the statement (pg. 15) that the Jews of
Herod's time "were interested in God as revealed in the
sky, but not so much in the sky itself. I n fact, they were
actively discouraged from delving too deeply into matters that perhaps should remain mysterious. As a result,
Jewish astronomy is particularly undeveloped .. :' is not
true in general. Fu rther, the "is" in the last sentence of
the quotation is ambiguous. Maimonides, in the Middle
Ages, made statements q uestioni ng Ptolemaic theory. It
wasn't only the Jews who didn't figure out Copernican
theory until Copernicus did it.

We present our Christmas show in the same spirit
that we present shows devoted exclusively to the astronomy and cosmology of ancient Egypt, China, Mesoamerica, and medieval Europe. These are cultural shows
that, I suppose, exclude non-Egyptians, non-Chinese, etc.,
and they are not astronomical in the strictest sense of the
word. But they show that people think about the sky and
need to understand it, and that each culture comes up
with its own solutions and incorporates the sky into their
mythology, beliefs, and celebrations. Our annual Christmas
show is cultural, and most emphatically is not "religiouslybased:' and makes no attempt to promote any belief
system. In it, we look at the astronomy/astrology of the
Magi and at planetary rllotions, and come to the reasonable conclusions based on the evidence presented to us.
We also spent a great deal of time showing how modern
Christmas customs derive from pre-Christian solstice
celebrations and how these customs are a link between
ours and other cultures and between the present and the
past. I'm sorry that Dr. Pasachoff thinks that "nonChristians feel that they must stay away from their local
planetariums:' but my experience is that this is not true.
I am not a Ch ristian myself, yet I fi nd the story of the Magi
and the origin of our modern Christmas celebrations
(which are pretty secularized!) a fascinating one, that
gives useful insights into the culture that I live within.
I think there's something here for everyone.

The point of Gerald Larue, cited by George Lovi in the
December 1984 Sky & Telescope (page 537) that "celestial
portents are a common feature in stories of the births of
heroes" may indicate that there may never have been
an actual celestial "star" or event is also worthy of notice.
Finally, at the risk of starting a controversy, I feel
that I must point out that Jews and other non-Christians
find themselves left out by planetariums that have a
Christmas show containing lengthy discussions of the Star
of Bethlehem. The topic is a sectarian one, and I do not
believe that it belongs in publicly-supported institutions.
Rather than having non-Christians feel that they must stay
away from their local planetariums for a mid-winter
month or so, I feel that it would be respectful of planetarium directors to stop scheduling such religiously-based
shows. The mere fact that they are popular should not
be enough to overcome the feeling of exclusion felt by
non-Christians. I know that this may come as a new idea
to many planetarians, but I hope that they take it to heart.
There are plenty of other exciting things in astronomy
that could be covered in December shows.

john E. Mosley
Program Supervisor/ Griffith Observatory

jay M. Pasachoff
Williams College - Hopkins Observatory
Williamstown/ Massachusetts 07267

More letters on page 18
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COMPUTER-AIDED
----

ALL-_SJSY _ARTWQRI5&
K. C. Leung
Hong Kong Space Museum
Have you ever imagined what your surroundings
would be like if you were to stand on the inner wall of
a gigantic sphere or a "skeleton" torus? This view is
exactly what we required in producing our recent sky
show, "Space Tomorrow:'

In planning this program, we wanted to show our
audience two spectacular interior views of a space colony
that were mentioned in the script
the habitat and the
space farms - usi ng our all-sky projection system.

Figu re 1 depicts a portion of such an all-sky scene that we prepared.

Figure 1 The completed artwork of an all-sky scene projected in the theater.

All-Sky System
Our all-sky system consists of 6 Kodak S-AV 2030 projectors. Each unit projects a pie-shaped image occupying
one-sixth of the dome. To cover such a large area, a 35-mm
focal length lens is used. The projectors are tilted approximately 22° and adjusted so that the center of the slide
is matched precisely with the dome's 45° line of altitude.

This time, we wanted to present some futuristic
vistas of the interior of a space colony. Since there is
no way of taking pictures of these imaginary environments, the only way we would create them was through
original artwork.
But how cou Id our artists figure out the proper
perspectives of such objects, to get a smooth, well joined
su rface for projection in the sky theater?

In previous shows, our all-sky system was used to
project photographic scenes such as the interior of a church
or a busy street corner outdoors. These scenes were very
impressive and were well received by our audience.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Continued next page
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Miniature Dome

Computer- Aided

We made it this way
by sketching the basic scene
directly onto a miniature dome. We know that the
geometry of a miniature dome is exactly the same as the
one in ou r sky theater. Therefore, we wou Id take six
photographs (slides) of the inner walls of the miniature
dome, at 60 0 intervals using a 35-mm camera lens (the
reverse optical system of the all-sky), to reproduce
whatever we sketched. Refer to Figures 2 and 3.

In order to get a truly accurate perspective, and
to help our artists make the initial sketches on the dome,
we have developed a computer program, using our
Apple II, to make these pictu res.
We can imagine the dome as being transparent with
grids overlaid on its surface (like longitude and latitude
on an Earth globe): we divided it into 15° intervals horizontally and 100 intervals vertically. Assume that the
observer is positioned at the center of the dome. We set
up an (X, Y, Z) coordinate system with the dome's center
as the origin. We further assume the dome to be a unit
hemisphere, i.e., with the radius equal to 1.0. Any object in this (X, Y, Z) space, no matter whether inside or
outside the dome, can be projected onto the unit hemisphere and its position measured by the grids (just like
the principle of the Celestial Sphere in astrometry).

The six slides of the sketch were then scaled up
to a convenient size on cardboard for adding in the
remaining details. After our artists finished painting these
scenes, we converted the final artwork back into slides
at the original scale from which they were enlarged. With
proper alignment (the 45 0 mark should be placed exactly
on the slide mount center), the slides can then be put
directly into the all-sky system for projection.
90·

We next need to calculate the position of the images
projected onto the unit hemisphere.
The principle of calculation is simple (refer to fig. 4).
~

pex,Y,Z)

LehS

(Qme 1"0.

Figure 2
The optical system of the miniature dome taken by the 35 mm
camera lens.

x
Figure 4 The principle of computer projection.

Suppose that there is a point P of coordinates
(X, Y, Z) outside the unit hemisphere. The projected
image of P onto the unit hemisphere is p, of coordinates
(x, y, z). We want to calculate the values of (x, y, z) in
terms of (X, Y, Z).
We know that triangle OPC and triangle Opg are
similar, and that
OP =
Therefore,

X2 + y2 + Z2 = L, while Op = 1
x

X

L
Y

z

Op

Z

OP

Y

X

Figure 3

and

Our miniature dome, 5 ft. in diameter, is assembled here from
6 fiberglass "sectors" each of 1/6 hemisphere. On the dome's surface
are grids for referring the coordinates of objects.

x =

L

Y=

L

1
L

,

Z
z =

L

These relationships also hold for any point P inside the
unit hemisphere.
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,y~ z')]

Furthermore, the viewing position of the observer can be arbitrarily changed
new coordinates
making the following transformation (matrix multiplication) whenever it is found necessary.
The heading, pitch and bank are related with the rectangular coordinates as shown in fig. 5.

{Editor's Note: These terms are synonymous with the aeronautical terms yavtj pitch/ and roll/ respective!}!; and
refer to rotation about the z/ x/ and y coordinate axes).
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In order to draw these scenes by computer, we had
to break down the objects into simple geometrical figures
that could be easily described by mathematical equations
in terms of X, Y, Z. Then those figures are projected, point
by point, onto the unit hemisphere to get the "sky-theater"
views (refer to Figs. 6a and 6b).
z. z'
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x

o

y
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z

bank
Figures 7a and 7b show the computed picture of
the habitat and space farm.
Based on these print-outs, our artists transferred
them onto the miniature dome, where they were photographed for enlargement and final detailed painting.

z·

SPACE

nR~.S

x·

-t---*"'-"""-+-X"

(til)

HEADING

(b)

PITCH

(e) BANK

Figure 5
Rotational transformation of a point. These figures illustrate the
relationships between the transformed coordinates of a point Q and the
coordinates of Q in a Cartesian system where the observer is
in the standard position (i.e., where the pitch, bank, and heading
are defined to be zero).

figure 6(b)

He",;srh.,.

Schematic showing the concept of computer projection of
the Space Farms.
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figure 7(a) & (b)
Based on these computer print-outs, our artists sketched the scenes
onto the miniature dome.

Figure 6(a)

7(a) showing the computer print out of the Habitat.
7(b) showing the computer print out of the Space Farms.

Schematic showing the concept of computer projection of the Habitat.

Continued on page
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This research is focused upon the director himself.
A planetarium director is one who supervises the
use and maintenance of a planetarium projector, auxilWhile there have been numerous institutional studies
iary equipment, and the space theatre. But the degree of
done, few have ever reported on the director. This work
involvement in a small one-person operation could require
is the first in a series of longitudinal studies undertaken
not only to determine what the
the di rector to cover all areas of
di rector is like now, but what the
expertise ranging from technician
to business manager, and even
future trends are. Copies of this
THE
survey (of sixteen questions each)
secretary!
were
mailed on April 1, 1983 to
He may be full-time, partthe
927
known planetariums in
time, or volunteer. If paid, he
the
United
States. By June 20,
may earn less than $10,000 (or
1983,
some
519 (or 56%) of the
over $60,000L annually! He may
WHO
surveys
had
been returned. It is
work alone or manage a large
hoped
that
this
research will be
staff in excess of fifty. H is yearly
David H. Menke, Ph.D.
repeated
annually,
with mailings
budget may be tens of dollars, or
Copernican Space Science Center
to
be
sent
out
each
summer.
several millions.

:RLANETARIUM
DIRECTOR:
IS HE?

Central Connecticut State University
New Britain; Connecticut

The "average" director has
served a mean of 9.5 years in that
(Editor's Note: This paper was
position. However, figure 1 shows
originally presented by the author
quite an overall span. Almost twoat the 7984 I.P'S. Conference,
thi rds, 61.6% have served six to
Monterre~ Mexico.)
twenty years. Some 15% have
been serving for less than three
years. Very few (2.8%) serve more
than twenty years. This may mean than becoming director is the apex of their careers, and that those directors retire
There are over ni ne hu nd red planetariu ms in the
in the job. The data reveal that the position of director is
United States. Most are fai rly small. About 90% have
fairly secure; in contrast, most college presidents do not
dome sizes less than 12 meters. The most prevalent planremain on the job for as long.
etarium projector is the Spitz with about 74% of all
When we study the information concerning what
machines. Other well-known makes include Zeiss (1%),
planetarium directors did prior to becoming directors, we
Minolta (3%L Viewlex-Apollo (7%L Goto (6%), and the
see in figu re 2 that more than 80% were not even in
new Digistar.

The director may be a bonafide professional astronomer with
impeccable credentials from a
prestigious university, or an amateur astronomer with no college
work at all. Old, young, man,
woman, successfu I, ineffective;
there are many types of planetarium directors!
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Other

the planetarium field! How is it that one becomes a director after doing something else? Where do our directors
come from? We find that many come from business,
multi-media companies, radio, television, research positions, college faculty, students, and from a large pool of
amateu r astronomers.

do have a comfortable income as shown in Figure 5.
More than two-thirds earn between $20,000 and $40,000.
Only 3% earn over $40.000; more than 5% earn less
than $10,000.
The remai nder of th is research dealt with i nformation about the planetari u m itself rather than with the
di rectors. However, it was decided to delete that portion
of the report in the interest of brevity.

What kind of education do directors have? Should
we expect most to hold Ph. D.s in astronomy or astrophysics? As one can see in Figure 3, planetarium directors are generally well-educated, with the majority havi ng a master's degree. I nteresti ngly, about 19% do have
doctorates. Only 3% have no college degree.

Finally, we can compile the characteristics of a
"typical" planetarium director; he is a 42-year old man
with a master's degree in a science related field, earning
$24,000 per year, having come from a non-planetarium
background. He is currently serving his tenth year as
director and usually works alone or with few part-time
employees. His theatre is one of a 35' to 40' dome with
85 to 90 seats; he charges no admission, and entertains
10,000 per year with irregularly scheduled shows.

What may be more i nteresti ng is to fi nd out what
field these degrees are in. Table 1 lists some of these
results. About two-thirds hold degrees in a field closely
related to astronomy or physics, although on Iy 17%
have degrees directly in astronomy or planetarium educa~
tion. About 15% have degrees completely unrelated to
the profession.

The "ideal" director is more difficult to define.
Perhaps some preferred characteristics would include an
academic background in astronomy, some experience in
business, public relations, public speaking, and (most importantly) good management skills. These skills would include the ability to train and assist staff; to recognize and
encourage talent, to give credit where it is due, and
becoming able to locate sources of revenue to keep the
operation fu nctioni ng.

An overwhelming 79% of current directors did not
plan to become the head of a planetarium.
How old are these "chiefs" of the star theatres? The
mean age is 42 years, but Figure 4 shows the range. About
58% are between 31 and 45. More than 11 % are over
56; only 3% are younger than 26.
Many more men than women are in planetarium
leadership positions, as is typical for careers in science
and technology. Of the planetarium directors in the
United States, 89.7% are men. This is a ratio of 9.7 to 1!

In conclusion, this study gives us great insight into
what was current in 1983; but what of 1985 and beyond?
It has been decided to repeat this study annually in a
longitudinal design to ascertain the more important
trends. In this way we can more accurately predict the
direction of leadership in this field. 0

Planetarium directors are not the highest paid
professionals, with a mean salary of $24,710, but some
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>40,000

have little concept of the horizon aspects. (This feeling was
The historic Pueblos in the U.S. Southwest have
rei nforced by Mark Son ntag's article in the Planetarian l
preserved a remarkable cultural continuity for at least 400
Vol. 13, No.2, where only 14% of Illinois college students
years-and probably longer. Their astronomical practices,
wh ich focus on setti ng a ritual-and-planti ng calendar and
correctly answered that the sun rises due east only at the
two equinoxes.) A planetarium
timing important ceremonies,
show about Southwestern ardescend in part from their anceschaeoastronomy must describe
tors, the Anasazi. For about a
~REHISTORIC
this horizon motion-not
thousand years, the Anasazi
culture dominated the Four
the positional change but also
ASTRONOMY IN THE
the speed: the rate of change
Corners area of the Southwest,
~LANETARI(JM:
with time of year.
up to about 1300 A.D. One
approach to u nderstandi ng
Either the risi ng or setti ng
Anasazi astronomy involves an
KEY CONCEPTS FOR
sun can be used for this demonextrapolation into the past of
THE SOUTHWEST
stration. (The rising sun was used
the historic Pueblo practices.
more often by the Pueblos, in
Michael Zeilik
part because the position of the
The Sun Priest in historic
University of New Mexico
first gleam is easy to judge withti mes (and even today for most
Albuquerque;
New Mexico
Pueblos) had the crucial task
out the su n light h u rti ng the
copyright 7984 by the author
of setting the dates for the seaeye.) I would suggest starting at
the fall equinox, when the sun
sonal calendar. He commonly
rises due east (and sets due
did so by observing sunrise
west). Then move the su n to the wi nter solstice risi ng
positions along the horizon during a year. (This calenpoint, with an emphasis on the "standstill" before itturns
dar technique may also use sunset as well as sunrise positions.) The sun's swing from winter solstice to summer
north. You should also project horizon features that are
solstice horizon points marked the fundamental rhythm
about the sun's angular diameter in size, so its day-today motion has reference poi nts. Note at the solstice that
of Puebloan life. This calendar emphasized rituals from
the sun's motion cannot be observed for about 4 days.
the autumnal equinox to spring, and agriculture for the
You might ask the audience if, from the observations
other half of the year.
alone, they could tell which day is the solstice.
A most important aspect of the Sun Priest's duties
is that he must anticipate the dates of important cereBring the sun back to the equinox (spring), and
monies (such as the winter solstice, which marked the
point out that again the sun rises due east. Then move
center of most Pueblo's ceremonial cycle). Only he and
the sun to the summer solstice rising point, noting that
the angle from the equinox to each solstice point is
a few other religious officials have the power to establish
these dates. He does so by maki ng anticipatory observathe same.
tions two to fou r weeks before the last day of the cereNow comes the most difficult concept: that of the
monies. (Pueblo ceremonies usually come in short and
change in the rate of motion; the sun's angular speed.
long forms, the short version lasti ng 4 days, the long one,
At both solstices, that rate is essentially zero. At the equi8 days.) At these times-in contrast to the solstices when
noxes, that rate hits its maximum for the year. (The sun
the sun "stands still'~the horizon position of the sun
then spans roughtly its diameter each day for the latitude
changes noticeably on a day-to-day basis usi ng nakedof the Southwest. (This speed variation was crucial to the
eye observations. By picki ng out a horizon featu re at
success of the Sun Priest's anticipatory observations. He
some sunrise (or sunset) position prior to a solstice, the
was limited to naked-eye observations with horizon
Su n Priest can keep a day tally (known from past experifeatures that may be a few kilometers distant. The human
ence) to predict the day of the solstice-pretty much to
eye can resolve at best angles of about 1 arc-minute. In
the right day, according to the historic record. The key
practice, I estimate from my sun-watching experience that
astronomical point here is that the sun must be observed
the minimum noticeable change in the sun's position,
while its horizon motion is a reasonable fraction of its
under the best conditions, is about 4 arcmin. A useful
angular diameter.
practical limit is probably twice this value, or about 8 arcMy experience in teaching introductory astronomy
min. (The sun watchers at Walpi, First Mesa, and Hopi
courses at the university level indicates that students have
historically were able to measure a change of 10 arcmin
a limited awareness of the seasonal changes in the sun's
reliably.) The sun shows day-to-day motions on the order
of 10 arcmin 3-4 weeks prior to the solstices. The Sun
rising and setting points. They are vaguely familiar with
the changing height of the sun at noon, but they usually
Priest was known to begin his observations as long as
11

4 weeks before the solstices. (Note that precession will
not change the positions of solar horizon markers; on Iy
the change in the obliquity of the ecliptic itself affects
them, and that is small even over a thousand years.)

keep one. That will serve as the anticipatory tally for the
next solstice. Note that this technique does not require
arithmetic (division) or even counting. We do not know if
the Anasazi did arithmetic or counting. Until this century,
people in the historic Pueblos generally did not.

To illustrate this point, you need to have a horizon
marker placed at a rising point about 3 weeks before, say,
the winter solstice. Show a sunrise behind this marker.
Then show sunrise one day before and after, demonstrati ng the ease of picki ng out the correct day. Then
by tallyi ng days for a known amou nt, the day of the
solstice can be predicted from the sunrise behind the
anticipatory marker. (Tallying techniques among the
Pueblos included: knotting a rope, unknotting a rope
- a countdown! - notching a stick or stone, scoring
marks on the inside of a wall, and usi ng a set of bones
as counters.)

If you wish to get really am bitious, you can then
show how the angular size of the sun's total solstice-tosolstice swing varies with latitude. Going north, the
increases (until at the Arctic Circle, it reaches 180 riD(,YD'ClC
In Great Britain, say, at the latitude of Stonehenge, the
angle is some 80 degrees; in the Southwest, 60
in Mesoamerica, say at Tikal, 45 degrees. We might
expect that people living in the tropics would pay less
attention to the sun's swing than those above the Tropic
of Cancer, because the angle is so much smaller. They
mightinstead be drawn to the two zenith passages made
by the su n each year.

How did the Sun Priest arrive at the anticipatory
marker? We do not know for su re, but here is one possible strategy: Pick any horizon marker prior to a solstice.
Watch the sun rise (set) behind it and start a tally. Keep
the tally up until the sun rises behind the same point
again. Split the tally markers into two equal groups and

I have found that people are delighted to learn
about the su n's seasonal jou rney along the horizon. In
this way, they can come to realize that calendars are
actually based on astronomy, and not just pages with
pretty pictu res posted on the wall! D

blicat- n
is ailable in
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At the present moment, we cannot directly transfer
the print-out of the computed scene onto the miniature
dome. This is because our printer is of the dot-matrix type,
whose vertical-dot spacing is not equal to its horizontaldot spacing.
If we had a plotter (with eq ually-spaced horizontal
and vertical increments), then we cou Id delete the ti meconsuming process of manually transferring each scene
onto the dome. Our artists currently use the print-out for
direct painting only by adjusting the vertical and horizontal spaci ngs (u nder program control) to make a true-toscale sketch.
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H 1)

Over the years a plethora of ideas has been suggested to explai n the Star of Beth lehem mystery. These
proffered solutions range from meteors, comets, novae
and planetary conjunctions, to the more unusual equinoctal passages and auroras. Perhaps the most unusual
suggestion has been that of the Sheki nah G lory, or Glory
of the Lord. This is not only unusual, it is also controversial. Few who hear this suggestion fail to have an immediate, emotional response. Attitudes towards this often
become fixed because of what some consider to be its
quasi-religious nature.

A large number of people attend the Star of
Bethlehem program that do not ordinarily attend
other planetarium programs throughout the year.

H2) A great number of persons attend the Star of
Bethlehem program because of what some consider to be its quasi-religious nature.
H3)

Persons who attend a Star of Bethlehem program
that includes the concept of the Shekinah will respond favorably to that suggestion as measu red by
a scale of personal preference.

These hypotheses imply that each of the following
As I have argued previously (Wenning, 1980), the
Glory explanation might be considered as a solution
factors must be carefully tested and evaluated: attendance
habits, interest in science and religion, reasons for attendto the Star of Bethlehem mystery. Other explanations,
including the Jupiter-Saturn triple
ing, and acceptability of content.
conjunction theories, fail to satisfy
To test these hypotheses, five
the [literal] requirements of leading,
questions
were developed to evaluate
standing over, and disappearing as
attendance
patterns, interests and attidescribed in Matthew, Chapter Two.
STAR OF
tudes
towards
science and religion, as
It was on th is basis that I rejected the
well as preferred approaches to probBETHLEHEM
conjunction theory as being the exlem solving. These questions were
planation of choice; not on the fact
SURVEY
asked
of approximately fifteen percent
that it lends credibility to astrology as
of
each
attending audience, subjects
suggested by Manning (1980).
Carl Wenning
selected at random, for a two week
Illinois State University
Private discussions with a numinterval at the evening Christmas
Normal! Illinois
ber of planetarians have shown me
shows. Individuals were requested to
that many oppose the suggestion that
answer these five questions prior to
the Shekinah be incorporated into
the beginning of each program. At
the Star of Bethlehem program. Others are supportive
the conclusion of the program, six additional questions
of the idea but prefer to take a "wait-and-Iet's-see" attiwere answered by the same members of the audience.
tude. One reason often cited for this non-support is that
This second set of questions constituted what is known
some planetarians feel that the audience will react unas a Likert scale of personal preference (Murphy, 1938).
favorably to the suggestion. Other resistance is due to
The Likert scale is a numerical method of determinthe fact that the Shekinah isn't "astronomy." Certain
ing
personal
preference with respect to a particular item,
individuals have also rejected the idea on the grounds
subject,
or
statement.
Only by evaluating these partithat presentation of the Shekinah would only force reliwhich
reflect
the
standards upon which judgments
culars,
gious beliefs, attitudes, and opinions on others not so
are
made,
can
one
determine
how favorably or unfavorinclined. These are legitimate concerns.
ably a person views the question. Indeed, a numerical
Not insensitive to these concerns expressed by
score can be derived from a variety of such responses.
my colleagues, but still intent on presenting new findings
This process was therefore used to evaluate audience
to the general public, I prepared a special Christmas
attitudes toward the inclusion of the Glory explanation
program survey to answer the question, "Will persons
in the Star of Bethlehem program.
attending a planetarium Star of Bethlehem program
The Likert scale developed for this study presented
respond favorably or unfavorably to the inclusion of
a
number
of positive and negative statements regarding
the Shekinah?/1
the acceptability of the Shekinah. Under this plan, the
In order to place this study on firm theoretical
test subjects indicated whether they strongly agreed (SA),
grounds, three working hypotheses were established.
agreed (A), disagreed (OL strongly disagreed (SO), or were
undecided (U) about a particular statement. A numerical
Since I conjectured that audiences might reject or be ofvalue was assigned each response depending upon the
fended by the Shekinah suggestion, pertinent factors afmeasure of agreement or disagreement. A composite
fecting persons in attendance were examined. Based on
prior experience at the ISU Planetarium, the following
score was obtained for each individual by summing the
hypotheses were established:
val ues assigned to each response.

A
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Under a pilot study conducted with 50 subjects,
three favorable and three unfavorable statements concerning the Shekinah and its inclusion in the Star of
Beth lehem program were selected from a pool of twelve
questions related to the problem statement. This was
accomplished by making correlations between a subject's
total score on all questions and the response to each particular item. Only questions of high discrimination were
chosen for the final study, assuring its validity.

Planetarium, it is not likely that they can be generalized
to a/l audiences. Nonetheless, these results are indicative
of general trends.
Nearly two-thirds of the persons who attended the
Christmas program were making their first visits to a
planetarium within the past year. This contrasts markedly
with the audience members who were viewing "Cosmos:'
More than two-thirds of these persons had visited the
planetarium within the past year, a large number of these
having done so several times. This result is itself important enough to question what is different about the
Christmas show. What is it that exerts such an unusual
draw for persons who do not normally attend planetarium programs? Questions two and three seem to shed
light on this puzzle.

During the time of the actual survey, some 1500 individuals attended "Star of Bethlehem" programs at the planetarium. Questionnaires were distributed randomly. By the
end of this two-week period, 211 subjects were surveyed.
A control group was also selected from audiences
who attended "Cosmos: the Voyage to the Stars;' a program
of similar popular appeal. These individuals answered the
same fi rst five questions presented in the Ch ristmas su rvey. The purpose here was to establish criteria against
which Christmas attendance patterns could be compared. In all, 118 control subjects were chosen at random
from these shows.

The results of question two show that science
interest of the "Cosmos" patrons is markedly higher than
that of the Christmas audience members. Sixty-one percent of the surveyed "Cosmos" audience rated themselves as highly or very highly interested in science. Conversely, only forty-five percent of the Christmas survey
members did so. While these results aren't dramatically
different, the Cosmos respondents had results that leaned
much more heavily towards the "very high" end of the
response spectrum.

Table One shows the results of the five audience
profile questions asked prior to the beginning of each
show. While these profiles are characteristic of audiences attending programs at the Illinois State University

TABLE ONE -

TABLE TWO -

AUDIENCE PROFILE

Xmas
Cosmos

None

One

2-3

4 or More

64.5%
31.4%

15.6%
26.3%

14.2%
30.5%

4.7%
11.9%

SA
4.3%

Xmas
Cosmos

High

Average

Low

Very
Low

18.0%
29.7%

27.0%
31.4%

50.7%
30.5%

3.8%
5.1%

0.4%
3.4%

SA
26.1 %

Xmas
Cosmos

Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

33.6%
25.4%

59.2%
52.5%

5.2%
15.3%

1.9%
6.8%

SA
3.3%

Xmas
Cosmos

Religion

Both

Neither

24.2%

9.5%

50.7%

15.6%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

SA
31.8%

Xmas
Cosmos

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

46.9%
52.5%

51.7%
42.4%

0.9%
3.4%

0.5%
1.7%

SD
41.2%

A
38.9%

U
22.3%

D
11.4%

SO
1.4%

A
9.5%

U

D

6.2%

41.7%

SO
39.3%

A
36.0%

U

D

18.0%

11.4%

SO
2.8%

10) Every possible type of solution should be considered in a
planetarium program dealing with the Star of Bethlehem.
SA
38.4%

5) On complex issues, I prefer to draw my own conclusions after
a fair pres-entation of information.
Strongly
Agree

D
35.5%

9) The "Glory of the LordI! is the best solution I have ever heard
that solves the Star of Bethlehem mystery.

4) I attended this program primarily because of my interest in:
Science

U
13.3%

8) Planetarium programs dealing with the Star of Bethlehem should
consider only astronomical objects (meteors, comets, novas,
planets) in the sdlution of the Star of Bethlehem mystery.

3) I consider myself to be religious.
Strongly
Agree

A
5.7%

7) The evidence surrounding the Star of Bethlehem leads me to
believe that the "Glory of the LordI! is the best explanation of
the Star of Bethlehem.

2) I consider my interest in science to be:
Very
High

LIKERT EVALUATION

6) Since the "Glory of the LordI! is religious in nature, it should be
excluded from a (Christmas) program dealing with science.

1) How many planetarium programs have you attended in the past
year? (Do ndt include this showing).

A
46.0%

U

D

6.6%

7.1%

SO
1.9%

11) Supernatural explanations of the Star of Bethlehem mystery should
be ruled out since we know that Matthew described a star.

SA
6.2%
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A
9.0%

U

D

13.7%

44.1 %

SO
27.0%

These accumulated data point clearly to the answer
of the question expressed in the problem statement, "Will
persons attendi ng a planetari u m Star of Beth lehem program respond favorably or unfavorably to the inclusion
of the Shekinah?" Of the 211 persons surveyed, an overwhelming majority showed significant positive attitude
adjustment in favor of the admissibility of the Shekinah.
The three hypotheses borne out by this study explain why
this is so. Many persons attended the Christmas program
with at least some interest in the "religious" aspects of
the program. As far as those audiences were concerned,
the Shekinah should be included in the traditional "Star
of Bethlehem" program.

In question three, the perception of personal religious traits was overwhelmingly positive for both groups,
as would be expected in a county heavily populated
by Christians. However, viewers in the control group rated
themselves as having fewer "religious" attributes than did
group members surveyed at the Christmas show.
From question four, we can see that nearly twothirds of all surveyed individuals attending the Christmas program considered the quasi-religious aspects of
the presentation important in their decision to visit. These
results seem to support the acceptability of hypotheses
one and two.
Audience opinion regarding the acceptability and
inclusion of the Shekinah was also measured with interesting results. Table Two lists all six questions that formed the Likert scale, and audience reaction to each. From
these data, it is clear that the audience came out in overwhelming favor of including and accepting the Shekinah.

Whether or not the Shekinah Glory is a subject
suitable for consideration in the traditional Christmas program is sti II a matter of controversy. As some wi II argue,
we are not theologians and shouldn't present the Shekinah in the Star of Bethlehem program. It may also be
poi nted out that planetarians are not astrologers, and
should perhaps dispense with the astrology of the conjunctions also.

Of the 211 persons surveyed, an overwhelming m;yority showed significant
positive attitude adjustment in favor of
the admissibility of the Shekinah.

If all the Ii kely sol utions to the Star of Beth lehem
mystery are not to be presented fai rly, objectively, and
with intellectual honesty, then perhaps we should take
to heart the suggestion that we return to topics of pure
astronomy during the Christmas season, and ignore the
Christmas Star mystery altogether (pasachoff, 1980). This
is not the alternative I would choose. I would opt for
presenting the facts and allowing the audience to draw
its own conclusions. This is what the audience would
clearly prefer, as shown by the last of the audience profile questions.

For the 211 persons su rveyed du ri ng the Christmas
program, the average Likert score was +5.49, with a
median score of +5.86. In total, only thirteen test subjects
expressed an overall negative attitude towards the inclusion of the Shekinah. The great majority, however, showed
a significant positive attitude adjustment as measured by
the Likert scale, thus bearing out hypothesis three.
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This past November 23, Herbert N. Williams
suffered a fatal heart attack as he drove along U.S. 1
in Chester County, Pennsylvania on his way to have
lunch with me, in fact, at the Chadds Ford Inn. For
about thirty years, Herb extended a major influence
on the design and development of planetarium instruments, chamber and classroom designs, and on the
proliferation of planetariums
in educational and cu Itu ral
centers in this country and
overseas. Very few people, if
any, who have worked in
planetariums in the past, or
who work in them today,
have not been touched profoundly by Herb's presence
in this field.

At the University of Michigan, he received his
bachelor's degree in business administration with a
major in finance and a minor in mechanical engineering, and studied astronomy under Dr. Hazel Losh.
He was also a graduate of Cranbrook School in
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan.
He met Armand Spitz while
at the Fels Planetarium in
Philadelphia, while working
with the General Motors'
"Motorama" science education program.
His family (including
two brothers, Mr. Paul R. Williams of 65
Grosse
Pointe Farms, Michigan
and Dr. Philip K. Williams, One Pine Tree
Illinois
and sister Denise Williams
Martin of
sugcontri butions to
School's Endow380 Lone

His initial work with
Dr. Armand Spitz, after joi ning Spitz Laboratories in
involved long, national itineraries during which he
demonstrated Model A and
A-l dodecahedron instruments under
canvas domes to museum
and col
administrators and to students everywhere in the United States. For years,
Laboratories received letters and orders referri ng to those
as Herb called
and to Herb's
extraordinary humor
to and skill in the

Those of us who
with
and worked
bodied a

/I

assumed the vice ",..c)c,r.on
ing with the company i
he was
nted Assistant to the
of the McGraw-Hili Book
which had
qui red
and
of McGraw-Hill's Washi
Herb returned to Spitz in February of 1970 as
Director of Special Projects, working especially with
international and major space simulator projects.
About ten years later, he departed from Spitz Space
Systems and joined Witsill Real Estate in Centerville,
Delaware until his retirement in 1982.

Corporation
Chadds Ford/ Pennsylvania
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PARTICIPANTS IN THE STRASENBURGH PLANETARIUM PRODUCTION TECHNiQUES SEMINAR 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Elmer Bataitis
Strasenburgh Planetarium
Carl Dziedziech
Strasenburgh Planetarium
Alfred J. Fleming ~ Strickler Planetarium, Kankakee, IL
John Chris Mann, Deerfield Academy, Deerfield, MA
Scott A. Sayre ~ Bowling Green State University,
Bowling Green, OH
Donald S. Hall ~ Director, Strasenburgh Planetarium
Marta Lindsay ~ Gates Planetarium, Denver, CO
Donna C. Pierce ~ Highland Park High School, Dallas TX
John Lewis ~ Deerfield Academy, Deerfield, MA
Craig Nelson ~ Gates Planetarium, Denver, CO
Dale Smith
Bowling Green State University,
Bowling Green, OH
Lorenze Schielke
Deerfield Academy, Deerfield, MA
Dale Griffith ~ Mt. Lebanon High School, Pittsburgh, PA
Thomas F. Grote ~ Greater Lakes School District, Latrobe, PA
Harold VanSchaik ~ GISD Planetarium, Garland, TX
Dr. Lars Browman ~ Dalarnas Museum, Falun, Sweden
Dr. Grayson Walker ~ University of Tennessee,
Chattanooga, TN
Susan Dunn ~ Science Place, Dallas, TX
David R. Black ~ York Suburban High School Planetarium,
York, PA

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

1984

Dr. Robin A. Hirst ~ H. V. McKay Planetarium, Melbourne,
Australia
Chris Devaney
Alden Omnisphere, Worchester, MA
E. Michael Shawen ~ Calvert School, Baltimore, MD
Doug Krumbhaar ~ John Young Planetarium, Orlando, FL
Sehn, Wen-Ying
National Museum of Natural Science,
Taiwan, China
Bryan Adams ~ Brazosport Planetarium, Lake Jackson, TX
Dr. Clifford Keth ~ University of Pennsylvania, Clarion, PA
Dave Slonaker
Strasenburgh Planetarium
Allan Schollnick ~ Strasenburgh Planetarium
Jim Sweet ~ Strasenburgh Planetarium
Mike Murray ~ Strasenburgh Planetarium
Joseph Ricci ~ Strasenburgh Planetarium

Absent: Mary Thomas ~ Fairbanks Museum & Planetarium,
St. Johnsbury, VT
Mark Breen - Fairbanks Museum & Planetarium,
St. Johnsbury, VT

Photographer: Vic Constanzo ~ Strasenburgh Planetarium,
Rochester, NY·
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to attend the fi rst a II-Eu ropea n
meeti ng i
Strasbourg, last May. The staff of the Strasbourg Planetar··
ium,.which
that meeting, was amazed
the
size of the turnout: more than 100
from
both large and small planetariums allover Europe. I presented information on IPS and an invitation to
new members. Our council meeting in Ireland will further
strengthen our ties with the European affiliate organizations and with individual planetariums.

ALAN J. fRIEDMAN
As your incoming president for 1985 and 1986,
I offer my greetings to all the members ofthe International
Planetarium Society. We are still in the glow of our last
convention which was a remarkable and unbelievably
hospitable occasion hosted by the Alfa Cu Itu ral Center
in Monterrey, Mexico. This was our second meeting outside the United States, and it has helped to confirm the
international flavor which increasingly characterizes our
organization. At the same time, our regional affiliates
remain vital and enormously active. It is a good time to
be a member of the planetarium profession and of IPS.

I wish to extend my personal thanks to Dr.
Bishop, who called me on New Year's Eve to transfer the
presidency. Of course, Jeanne will continue to work hard
for the organization as the Past President. On behalf of
all of us, thank you again, Jeanne.
We in the planetarium profession have a lot of
fascinating material to commnicate to our public. Current
research in astronomy continues to be the most stimulating in all of science, as recent dramatic events have
demonstrated. The discovery of a planet or a brown dwarf
orbiting a star 21 light years away, and the controversy
over "Nemesis:' a hypothetical companion star to our
own Sun, are just two examples from this month's front
page. As my term of office begins, I look forward to seeing
IPS continue to help us bring this excitement to ever
greater audiences. I look forward to serving you.

The i ncreasi ngly international character of I PS is
further demonstrated by the site for the 1985 cQuncil
meeting. We have accepted an invitation from Terence
Mu rtagh to go to the Armagh Planetari u min Northern
Ireland on June 21. This will be the first European meeting
of the council, and it is particularly appropriate since we
are receiving proposals from several of our European
members to hold a future IPS conference on the continent. The 1984 meeting in Monterrey saw many European members in attendance, and this council meeting
will confirm again our interest in expanded cooperation
overseas. I was worki ng in France last year and was able

Please note
my new address:

Alan J. Friedman
New York f-Iall of Science
47-07 77 7th Street
NY 77368 USA

be visiting the southern hemisphere. Detailed method for
obtaining useful photos are given in the I.H.W Amateur
Observers/ Manual for Scientific Studies; available from
the U.S. Government Printing Office, Enslow Publishers,
and Sky Pu blishi ng Corporation.

... continued from page 5

We hope you will encourage amateurs in your area
to join us in this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to contribute to the International Halley Watch Archive. If we
feel free to contact us.
can assist you in any way,

Dear Planetarium Director:
The International Halley Watch is involved in a worldwide effort to standardize, coordinate, collect, and archive
the most complete data set ever compiled on a comet.

Phenomena

Because of the uneven geographical distribution of
professional observatories and the vagaries of the weather,
we are enlisting the aid of amateur astronomers everywhere to help provide timely comet observations. Such
assistance is particularly critical during March-April 1986
for areas south of the eq uator.

Coordinator for Amateur Observations
jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena/ California 97709 USA

We ask your assistance in encouraging amateur
astronomers in your area to contribute wide angle photographs of Comet Halley, especially if these observers wi II

878-354-6085
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Notification of grants will be made around July 19. For
more information, or to submit an application, write to:
Dennis Schatz, Chairman, V. M. Slipher Committee, c/o
Pacific Science Center, 200 Second Avenue North, Seattle,
Washington 98109.

IBBOU

_GAZETTE
JOHN WHARTON

SKY SCAN KNOWS WHERE TO lOOK FOR TALENT
BUT "BIG JAKE" BEAT 'EM All
(AND DIDN'T HAVE TO Fill OUT THE APPLICATION)

Steve Savage, president of Sky Scan, I nc., has announced the acquisition of Talent Projector Company of
Reno, Nevada. With this move, Steve feels Sky Scan will
be better able to meet the needs of smaller-domed planetariums. "When the owners of Talent ... decided to
reti re (Second-quarter 1984 Planetarian) we didn't want
to miss the opportunity to expand our product line. The
addition of (Talent's) equipment and expertise will virtually
double the size of our catalog listings, and it's the smaller
planetariums and portable planetariums who will benefit:'
Sky Scan is already the world's largest independent producer of planetarium special effects devices, having supplied projectors to some 500 facilities since the company's
founding in 1968. In related news, Sky Scan's latest catalogue is in the works, and should be distributed shortly.
For more information, contact: Sky Scan, Inc., 7350 Dryer
Road, Victor, New York, 14564, USA.

By the application deadline of February 1, NASA
received some 10,690 filings for a berth on the Space
Shuttle, via the Teacher in Space Project. California topped
the list, with 926 teacher applicants; Puerto Rico, in comparison, had four applicants. Now the fun starts. A screening process in underway to eliminate those applications
not meeting the basic requirements. By May 1, each state,
territory, and trust of the United States-plus the Departments of Defense and State dependent schools-will have
two nominees in the runn,ing. The 118 or so nominees
will then attend a workshop and orientation program
june 24-28 in Washington, D.C., and will undergo further evaluation and screening. From the state-level hopefuls, a national review panel will recommend semifinalists
for consideration to NASA's Space Flight Participant Evaluation Committee. Sometime in july, NASA will then name
10 semifinalists. They will report to NASA's johnson Space
Center for thorough medical examination, briefings, and
interviews. Based on the resu Its of these tests, NASA
will then come up with a list of finalists, whose names
will be submitted to NASA Administrator James Beggs;
he will select one primary and one backup candidate to
undergo training. As of February 21, NASA still hadn't
decided which flight would be available to the teacher,
the only word being that the mission might be in late
1985. (Of course the lucky teacher's chances for an earlier
flight might be improved if he or she was also a US
Senator! See "Kudos & Castigations")

TH E (DARK SKY) FORCE IS WITH YOU
If Fred Schaaf has his way, the rising interest in
Comet Halley may prove to be the impetus needed to
make municipal areas more amiable to star-gazers. The
writer/astronomer is the head of Dark Skies for Comet
Halley, a group advocating the elimination of wasteful
and unnecessary outdoor lighting. Specifically, DSCH
is pushing for outdoor lighting only where and when
needed, and for communities to convert to more efficient
and more cost-effective street lighting (low-pressure
sodium). In a recent conversation, Schaaf noted that
"advertising lighting curfews seem to be working in
Arizona, where a reduction of 30 to 35% in skyglow from
Flagstaff has been measured after 11 p.m:' Schaaf also
points out the monetary rationale for communities to
become more light-conservative: "Most cities don't have
written laws as to where streetlights-and other lightsshould be placed. Those that have report reductions in
street-light expenses on the order of 30%; ina city of
60,000, this means savings of maybe $100,000 a year.
Large cities are finding even greater savings by converting from mercury vapor streetlights to low-pressure
sodium; Long Beach, San jose, and now other cities like
San Diego, have found they could save over a million
dollars a year by making the change:'

FUNDING AWARDS AVAilABLE FROM N.A.S.
Applications are now bei ng accepted by the National Academy of Science's V. M. Slipher Committee, for
"projects that enhance the public's understanding of
astronomy:' The awards have no pre-set dollar amount,
but the Committee points out that a total of $4500 is
avai lable, and that "proposals for more than $1000 wi II
need to be especially deserving to receive full funding."
Applicants should keep in mind the following criteria:
1) Project objectives and procedures-to-be-followed should
be outlined in concise terms; 2) The budget page should
identify how funds will be spent, and should note any other
funds allocated-both direct and in-kind; 3) Proposals
should be no more than three typewritten pages in length;
4) Applications must be postmarked by May 24, 1985.

As the Editor of the Dark Skies for Comet Halley
journal, Schaaf is seeking to enlist aid and support for
the cause. And, he's hoping to help Kitt Peak astronomer
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a CAV level 2 laser disc compatible with Pioneer PR-7820
series equipment. The program may also be produced on
videotape. Copies of both the disc and tape would be provided to other institutions on a "'cost recovery" basis. Flow
charts will be available for those wishing to program their
laser disc players. For more information, contact: Video
Disc, Mclaughlin Planetarium, 100 Queens Park, Toronto,
Ontario M5S 2C6, Canada.

Dave Crawford ("light pollution's most knowledgeable
adversary") in putting together a public-interest booklet,
using the compelling statistics and reasoning, to support
the need for more controls on outdoor lighting. If you'd
be interested in joining the OSCH campaign, write: Fred
Schaaf, 520 North High Street, Millville, New Jersey
08332, USA. And, if you'd like to receive the OSCH
journal, send $4 (U.S.) for four issues per year-combined
with the Reflector-payable to '''Astronomical League",
in care of Don Archer, Executive Secretary, Astronomical
League, P.O. Box 12821, Tuscon, Arizona, 85732, USA.
(The Astronomical League is making possible the publication of the OSCH journal.)

ADD TWO MORE HALLEY TOURS
TO YOUR TRAVEL WISH - LIST
Hanssen Tours has announced three different lateMarch, early-April tours to coincide with the most favorable
apparition of Comet Halley. A South America tour (nine
days at $1,280, or 12 days at $1,560) departs from
with LaSerena, Chile selected as the prime viewing site. An
Australia tour (10 days at
from the West
Coast, with Ayers Rock as the prime viewing site.
a
South African tour (18 days at $3,800) departs from New
York and Houston, with Namibia as prime viewing site.
Paul D. Maley of the Houston Astronomical Society is the
expedition coordinator. (All of the above prices are per person double occupancy, subject to change.) For more information, contact: Hanssen Tours, Texas Commerce Tower,
600 Travis, Suite 2875, Houston, Texas 77022, USA.

PUBLISHING NEWS FROM THE COMA
(Recent publications related to Comet Halley) New
from Walker and Company is Asimov's Guide to Halley's
Comet, by Isaac Asimov ($12.95). Says Publisher's Weekly:
"Asimov is engaging, a natural storyteller with a terrific
tale here of scientific and intellectual discovery, of fear
and superstition, of creation and cosmic time spans and
distances:' Contact: Walker and Company, 720 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10019, USA ... A new NASA
publication is Comet Halley Returns-A Teacher's Guide,
7985-86, by R. D. Chapman and R. L. Bondurant. Contact: U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402. Publication #EP-197 ... Available from the Planetary Society is Halley's Comet--'!'An Amateur Observer's
Bulletid'. The Bulletin is a supplement to the "Comet
Halley Handbook, An Observer1s Guide", avai lable
through Sky Publishing or the U.S. Government Printing
Office. (Cost for the Planetary Society's Bulletin is
reportedly free.) ... Two popular-level handbooksboth in the $5.00 range- have appeared: The Comet
Handbook by Garry Stasiuk and Dwight Gruber, is a concise and thorough treatment covering aspects of interest for
a variety of readers. (Contact: The Comet Handbook, P.O.
Box 12484, Portland, Oregon 97212, USA); Mr. Halley's

Orient & Pacific Travel is organizing a post-peri helion
13 day tour of New Zealand, with an optional extension
to Australia of six days. Prices begin at $2J50, with departure from Los Angeles or San Francisco (per person double
occupancy). For more information, contact: Orient & Pacific
Travel Report, 325 North Maple Drive, Beverly Hills, California 90210, USA.

CURRICULUM GUIDE ADDED TO
A.C.S. COMET SHOW KiT
As previously mentioned in this column (Fourthquarter 1983 Pia neta ria n ) the American Chemical Societysponsored show, "Comet Halley: Once in a Lifetime;' has
been produced by the Science Museum of Virginia's
UNIVERSE Planetarium. With worldwide distribution of the
show kit now underway, ACS has announced the inclusion
of a 43-page "curriculum integration guide (for) teachers
and students of astronomy, biology, chemistry, history
and, to some extent, phy~ics:' The guide was written
Dr. Mark Littman, formerly of the Hansen Planetarium, who
also wrote the script for "Comet Halley:' (Planetariums
wishing to receive the production materials for the show
should contact: Mrs. Ginger Condrey, UNIVERSE Planetarium/Space Theater, 2500 West Broad Street, Richmond,
Virginia 23220, USA. Production and distribution is made
possible by grants from the Bushnell Optical Division of
Bausch & Lomb, AAAS, and AAS.)

Comet-Everyone's Complete Guide to Seeing the Celestial Event, by the Editors of Sky & Telescope is a very-basiclevel look at the subject. (Contact: Sky Publishing Corp.,
49 Bay State Road, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02238, USA)

INTERACT WiTH A COMET
Toronto's Mclaughlin Planetarium, in cooperation
with the Royal Ontario Museum's Extension Services division, is producing an interactive Comet Halley video disc.
Multiple-choice questions are provided within each of the
following six menu selections: What is a Comet?, Comets
and Meteors, The History of Comets, The Many Returns
of Comet Halley, Comet Lore and Superstitions, Viewing
Comet Halley in 1986 (for latitudes 50° N, 40° N, 30 0 N,
O~ 20° S, and 30° S. The program is being produced on
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COMETARY FRAGMENTS

NEWS fROM THE "OTHER" SPACE TELESCOPE FOLKS

AstroMedia Corp., the publishers of Astronomy,
have come out with a popular-level wall poster, "The
Retu rn of Halley's Comet." The 21" x 30" poster has
several historical scenes related to the Comet, framing
a constellation map showing Halley's path from late '82
to early '87. Suggested retail price is $4.95 (US). Contact:
AstroMedia Order Dept., P.O. Box 92788, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin 53202, USA.

Development of the Amateur Space Telescope
continues. Recent news from the Independent Space
Research Group (via its Newsletter) indicates the depth
of volunteer involvement and innovative thinking which
is going into the AST. ISRG is, for example, seeking the
donation from an UOSAT-OSCAR satellite contractor of
solar cells and is looking for the gift of new or surplus
aircraft batteries. Progress is continuing on student-built
components of AST, as well as microprocessor hardware
and software. And, in considering the Telescope's TV
camera, ISRG is hoping to underwrite the $3,500 cost
with individual/corporate daily-weekly-monthly sponsorship (e.g. $5 for a day's worth of images). In further securing grass-roots financial support, ISRG has a varied set
of materials available through its "store:' including: a
slideshow on the AST, artist's renderings of the Telescope,
astronomy programs for PCs, technical reports on the
AST, and-perhaps of greatest interest-a bibliography of
information on how to build your own ground receiving
station to pick up images from a satellite like the AST.
For more information on ISRG Store items, contact:
Ronald Molz, 394 King Street, Chappaqua, New
10514, USA. For
information on
I ndependent
Research Group,
Troy, New York 12
USA.
p in the
the way, ru ns from $15 a year for a Supporti ng Membership, to
a year for a Life /\IICHy,nOrC

Yet another Comet Halley T-shirt has hit the market.
The latest offeri ng is screened wh ite on black with the
logo "Comet Halley, 1986/1 and what appears to be a fairly faithful rendering of a 1910 photograph of Halley. Adult
price is $5.50 (US), $5.00 for child-sized version. Contact: Hack Productions, 1725 The Promenade, Suite 324,
Santa Monica, California 90401, USA.
As you might imagine, bulk rates for shop-resale are
avai lable for both these items.

"CASE fOR MARS" MOVES INTO THE CLASSROOM
As reported previously in this column (Third-quarter
Mars Institute
is exploring the potential and rationale for the colonization of Mars, with one such
last
"Case
for Mars II" symposium. Now, the Mars Institute is taking
its case to educators, in the form of a university-level compendium of information called "The Mars Course Guidelines:' which is being researched and written by Carolyn
Collins Petersen (editor of RMPA's High Altitude Observer).
In an effort to encourage u
courses on the colonization of another
"The Mars Course Guidelines" will, according to a
Society
outlines cutting across a
person, "consist of
number of educational disciplines. These outlines are:
Mission
Spacecraft
Phobos and Deimos Basing, Martian Natural Resource
Utilization, Mars Base
Medical and Biological
Station
ng,

1984 Planetarian), the Planetary

MADElO
What
in the case of
waiti ng for thei r
Eastern
U
Now avai lable
come up with a
is the "Celestial
reprecomputer calsentation of evening
for any
location. The basic
cu lated and
but difcomes in a 18 x 24 inch
ferent
or smaller-are available
request. A standard feature of the chart is that it can be
drawn for a one-year period
at the beginning of
any month. Also available is a special edition of the
"Celestial Ephemeris" for Comet Halley, for the period
of July 1985 to June 1986. The special Halley edition includes rise, set, and transit times for the Comet. To order
the "Celestial Ephemeris" send $15 by check ($20 in
U.S. currency for those outside the USA), payable to
ASTRONOMICAL GRAPHICS, Hummel Planetarium,
Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Kentucky 40475,
USA. Be sure to include longitude and latitude, time
zone, and starti ng month and year.
>-nr\LHY10

Through "The Mars Course Guidelines", a university would be encouraged to establish a Mars-colonization
course as part of curriculum, as a
topics seminar,
or as an independent study project. The mechanics of
establishing and developing the course, and of setting up
course accreditation and grading, would be the responsibility of each university, as implemented by a "course
advocate:' As an adjunct to the coursework, papers written for a class could be eligible for entry in the annual
Mars I nstitute Contest. liThe Mars Cou rse Guidelines"
will be available shortly, and those interested should contact: The Planetary Society, The Mars Institute, 110 South
Euclid, Pasadena, California 91101, USA.
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SEE If YOUR LIBRARIAN CAN ORDER IT fOR YOU

ERRATA-CISM

A series of catalogues and maps forms the basis for
a major new astronomical research tool-the IRAS
catalogue. Focusing on nearly a quarter-million infrared
point sources, the catalogue is presented in several formats, including a five-volume set consisting of some 5,000
pages of data on the position and infrared characteristics
of the objects viewed by the I RAS telescope. Spectral
characteristics are also included for 5,000 of the brightest
objects in the IRAS survey. The catalogue is available on
microfiche (24 cards) or computer tape (60 megabytes
of data). An atlas-covering 96% of the entire skyconsists of 212 computer processed color photos, each
covering a two arc-minute region. These data are available on computer tape or black-and white and color
negatives. Accompanying the IRAS survey collection is
an explanatory supplement, outlining use of the catalog
and describing IRAS instrumentation, telescope scanning
strategy, sky coverage, data reduction techniques and
calibration. The catalogue and atlas, compiled at NASA's
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, have been delivered to a
number of institutions. Similar IRAS data have been
assembled into catalogues listing information for small
extended sou rces, galaxies and quasars.

Hibbing, Minnesota's Paulucci Space Theater wants
to make IPS members aware of updated address information, as well as correct the staff listing from how it reads
in the latest IPS Directory. The address should read:
Paulucci Space Theater, East 23rd Street & U.S. Highway
169, P.O. Box 186, Hibbing, Minnesota 55746, USA;
telephone number 218-262-6700. Gary M. Lazich is
Director, while Peter S. Davis is Assistant Director.
Fi nally, "i n the interest of
trivia:' McLaughlin Planetarium's
director Tom Clarke has written to
add to last issue's Trivia Quiz on the
roles planetariums have played in the
cinema. Tom notes the following:
.~ "Clown White" (date unknown) 16mm made-for-TV film about an
emotionally disturbed little boy and
a mime, with scenes shot in McLaughlin Planetarium
... "Star-crossed", made by Fries Entertainment for ABCTV's "Movie of the Week", and aired January 31st, 1985.
A forgettable saga of alien girl who meets Earth boy who
rescues her from bad guys. They fall in love and arrive
in planetarium where she points out her home planet.
McLaughlin Planetarium Zeiss is featured while staff hide
in embarrassment over special effect star field. For those
of you who wondered, the exterior shots of the supposed
planetarium were of the Ontario North Pavilions at
(Toronto's) Ontario Place ... "Sad Sad Rain" by Platinum
Blonde. A rock video (i·t may have not yet been completed), which is a pseudo remake of The Day the Earth
Stood Still. (McLaughlin's) Star Theater again becomes the
interior of space ship and the Zeiss a robot. Alien has
come to Earth to tell us of the problem of acid rai n,
nuclear war, etc. Imagine about 100 white-clad 14-16
year old girls, the three singers up on the Zeiss pedestal,
and lots of theater smoke, laser and noise. If you are
lucky, you will never see it.

NEW ADDITION TO THE HASTINGS SKYLINE
The McDonald Planetarium in Hastings, Nebraska
has a new production and office facility, with the recent
completion of a three-story wing to the facility. The expansion has provided director Mitch Luman and two others
on the planetari u m staff with office areas, a workshop
and darkroom as well as additional storage space. The
new addition also houses storage areas for the adjoining
Hastings Museum, and a classroom. (Gleaned from the
GPPA Plains Planetaria, of which Mitch is Editor.)

A CLASS PROJECT WORTH CULTIVATING
For teachers wanti ng to give thei r students a taste
of space and the scientific method, NASA has available
some 25 million tomato seeds. What makes these seeds
special is that half of them will have been space veterans,
via the Shuttle-deployed Long Duration Exposure Facility,
with the other half of the lot stored in a ground-based
facility as the control group. Both groups of seeds will
be packaged and distributed to US schools for use during the 1985-86 school year. These SEEDS kits (for Space
Exposed Experiment for Students) are available to classes
from grade 5 through the university level; one kit will
accomodate a class of approximately 25 students. The
kits must be requested by a teacher, and order forms
are available from SEEDS Project, Education Services
Branch/LFC, NASA, Washington, D.C. 20546. (Gleaned
from tbe GPPA Plains Planetaria.)

(Note: Other colleagues contacted me with other
example of planetarium cinema I'd forgotten or hadn't
seen. Quite a few chided me for not listing Woody Allen's
"Manhattan" (1981), which featured the film's stars
visiting New York City's Hayden Planetarium. A couple
of others reminded me of a 1979 "Barney Miller" TV
series episode which centered on a NASA employeegone-astray who was arrested for selling Space Shuttle
tickets outside the Hayden. And, my wife Dee, a musician,
couldn't believe I'd neglected to include an ABC-TV
movie which aired last year (the title of which escapes
me); the plot centered on a pianist with the Chicago Symphony and a tour guide at the Adler Planetarium. They
meet after spyi ng on each other with telescopes from
their respective apartment buildings. Truly awful.)
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STAR TRAilS
We note with sadness the passing of two long-time
planetarians. Henry Blake, head of AlP looms, I nc., died
in November at the age of 54. The original Technical
Supervisor of the Vanderbilt Planetarium in Centerport,
New York, Henry went on to form Alp, providing dozens
of planetarians with his proven design in zoom projectors and auxiliary equipment. With his death, AlP has
ceased production. Henry was a member of IPS and
MAPS, and was also an active member of AAVSO. He
is survived by his wife, Lynn, two children, and a grandchild. News has also reached us on the death in midDecember of William R. Sharp, who was weekend lectu rer and cou rse instructor at the New Jersey State
Planetarium in Trenton. A businessman with an avid interest in astronomy, he was a member of MAPS, and was
recently elected to his second term as president of the
Northeast Natural Science League, To the families, colleagues, and friends of these two dedicated planetarians,
we extend our condolences ... Or. Lee Simon is no
longer with San Francisco's Morrison Planetari u m; Lee
reports that Steve Craig is now Chairman ... Cary
Sneider is the new Di rector of Astronomy & Physics at
the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley, California.
(Cary is reportedly seeking a replacement star projector;
I know where he can get a Goto I.:"I!) ... Susan Peterson
has been named Curator of the Long Planetarium at the
Kansas City (Missouri) Museum of History & Science
... The St. Louis Science Center's McDonnell Star Theater
has two new staff members: jon Galikin is Technician; he
previously was on the technical staff of the facility in its
former days as the McDonnell Planetarium. Duane
Denham is the Star Theater's Systems Specialist; he formerly was Electronics Technician at the Omniplex Science
Museum in Oklahoma City ... Tom Carey, editor of the
MAPS Constellation, reports that two asteroids have been
named in honor of veteran staffers at New York City's
Hayden Planetarium: 2844 HESS recognizes Fredrick Hess,
who is Professor of Natural Science at the State University
of New York at Fort Schuyler, and is a part-time lecturer
at the Hayden. 2845 FRANKLIN KEN honors Kenneth Linn
Franklin, who recently retired from his position as astronomer at the Hayden. A co-discoverer of high-frequency
radio emission from Jupiter, he directed the Kalbfleisch
Research Station on Long Island while at the Hayden. Tom
says Ken will be touring the National Park System giving
sky interpretation talks. (Both of the minor planets were
discovered in 1981 by E. Bowell at the Lowell Observatory,
with the names proposed by the discoverer following a suggestion by the Custer Institute.) ... According to the
American Chem ical Society, Or. Mark Littman, former
Director of Hansen Planetarium, will in April join Johns
Hopkins' Space Telescope Science Institute as Science
Communicator ... The Space Center in Alamogordo,

New Mexico reports that one of their Commissioners,

Or. George Simon, is slated as a payload specialist for a
July '86 Shuttle mission, and as a backup for a flight this
summer. Dr. Simon is currently a senior scientist with the
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory at the National Solar
Observatory in Sunspot, New Mexico ... Robert S. Adler,
who sparked the renovation of Chicagds Adler Planetarium
during the seventies, died in Highland Park, Illinois on
January 13, at the age of 84. He was the son of Max
the Planetarium's original benefactor ... NOVA
Welcome to our skies Dean Michael Luman, born
uary 16 to Loraine and Mitch (Director fo the McDonald
Planetarium in Hastings, Nebraska).

KUDOS & CA'STIGATIONS
Kudos to:
No one, I'm afraid. (I gotta get the good news to
report it, folks!)

Castigations to:
The U.S. Naval Observatory, whose publicized hagglings with the University of Arizona over who actually
discovered VB 8B-and whether or not the object can
be called a planet-flooded planetariums with calls from
confused media and public, and served to demean the
significance of the find.
Those hobby-grade telescope manufacturers/distributors who, in an attempt to cash in on Comet Halley are
pushing telescopes so cheap that they wouldn't stand up
to a stiff inspection (much less a stiff wind). While saying
that their 'scopes are "perfect" for viewing the Comet, some
of these companies also market binoculars. But, do the less
expensive and more suitable bi noculars get the hype they
should? Nooooo!

Butler University, in Indianapolis, Indiana, for its
ambiguous treatment of the Holcomb Observatory & Planetarium. Since its opening in 1954, the facility-featuring
a 24-foot planetarium and 38-inch cassegrainian reflectorhad been the victim of sporadic apathy on the part of an
administration that didn't know what to do with the place.
Continued on page 25
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What To look For
Bright comets like Halley's are active.
look for jets, concentric rings, the nucleus's shadow, and general overall brightness. Some of these features may be seen
with the unaided eye, but a good pair
of binoculars, mounted on a tripod to
hold them steady, will greatly increase the
amount of detail you can see.
But, why binoculars, instead of a telescope?
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Museum and Planetarium. Highlights included a speaker
from Rockwell I nternational, Townsend Hoops III, and
the usual paper and tau rus sessions. Conference goers
also visited the University of Northern Iowa's Observatory
in Cedar Falls.

REGIONAL
_ROUNDUP
JACK DUNN

MAPS: In celebration of the Golden Anniversary of
the Hayden Planetarium the AM-HP will host the MAPS
annual Spring (,85) meeting, on May 2 and 3. Registration fee is $65. Thursday activities include workshops,
paper sessions, and public shows. That evening, a "Celestial Rhythms" concert features contemporary and classical electronic music performed by well-known planetarium
synthesists Jon n Serrie, Mark Petersen, and Barry Hayes.
The after-the-concert banquet will be followed by the
Margaret Noble Address, delivered by Dr. Isaac Asimov
(entitled "Science in Hot Pursuit of Science Fiction and Vice
Versa"). Friday's activities include paper sessions, school
shows, the business meeting and two laser shows. On Saturday, conference goers will visit two nearby planetaria.

Since this is my last regional roundup, I would like
to thank all those regional editors and contributors who
have been very helpful in keeping me informed of your
regional doings. Carolyn Petersen of RMPA and Tom
Hocking of SEPA have been especially good about sending materials. And now you know why these regions
always got mentioned. Rather than being spread too thin,
I am passing the reins of this column on to Kathleen
Hedges. You continue to make this column by sending
in regional reports to her.
SEPA: According to "Southern Skies," when Dan'l
Boone roamed the forests and mountains of Kentucky, he
was actually looking for the Moon. Boone has graciously
agreed to return to Kentucky with the story of his search
at the 1985 SEPA Conference. His talk is entitled, "Dan'l
Boone Finds the Moon:' You can make plans to hear him
during the conference held June 10, 11, 12, at the Golden
Pond Multimedia Theater, Land Between the Lakes in the
hills of West Kentucky.

Latest information on the Friday school shows
reveals that they are both very unique presentations:
"Slim Goodbody's Voyage to the Stars" and "Wonderful
Sky," featuring the Muppets.
PAC: They will meet May 25 to May 29, in Toronto,
Ontario. For details of their annual conference, write Chris
Sasaki, Conference Registrar, McLaughlin Planetarium,
100 Queen's Park Crescent, Toronto, Ontario, CANADA,
M5S 2C6. The theme for the conference is "Telli ng the
Story:' Joi n them in Canada this spri ng. 0

GPPA: New editor of the "Plains Planetaria" is
Mitch Luman of the J. M. McDonald Planetarium, Hastings,
Nebraska. The Great Plains Planetarium Association met
October 18th to 20th in Waterloo, Iowa, at the Grout

u.s. Senator E. j. 'jake" Cam (R-Utah) and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Garn,

GIBBOUS GAZETTE
... continued from page 23

who is Chairman of the Senate's Commerce, Science, and
Transportation Committee (which reviews NASA budget
req uests) had the audacity to press NASA for a "factfinding" ride aboard the Shuttle. NASA, in turn, had the
audacity to approve Garn's request, and added insult to
injury by placing him on the next available Shuttle mission (51-E which, at the time of this writing, is slated for
an early March launch-four months after Garn got the
go-ahead). The last straw in this tale came in a Feb. 7
NASA press release, an update on mission 51-E in which
Garn was listed as a "payload specialist:' In appearing
to have knuckled-under to an individual's political power
and influence, NASA has made a farce of President
Reagan's highly vaunted (and pre-election flaunted)
Teacher in Space Project. And so, while a U.S. Senator
is allowed to play Luke Skywalker, over 10,000 teaching
professionals-among them, planetarians-face an arduous
selection process for what was once to have been a seat
of honor aboard the Space Shuttle. 0

By 1981, a new administration decided the facility was
worth saving, and a restoration project began (which
included telescope repa,irs, a new Spitz A3p, expanded
effects projectors and controls, more marketing funds,
and permission for the facility to charge modest admission to public planetarium shows). Sounds good, right?
Wrong. This past September, the final stage of the renovation was completed, with the installation of a new $40,000
Ash Dome for the observatory. But, for the three summer months prior to that, the entire facility had been
closed to the public, for no apparent reason other than
the graduation of student support staff. Once the building
reopened in September, planetarium show admissions
had been discontinued. And, with the start of the fall
school term, all but one of the university's astronomy
cou rses had been cut, with the sole remai ni ng I ntroduction to Astronomy class pulled from the school's
Core Curriculum.
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intended to be used in introductory astronomy laboratories to supplement books and lectures. They are relatively
non-mathematical, require no knowledge or computer
programming, and several are surprisingly creative. My
favorite is "spectral types:' where you are presented with
a spectrum and must guess the type, making two guesses
at a time. These guesses are displayed as flanking spectra
above and below the one in question, and you gradually
narrow the range until you get it right, adjusting the difficulty to make it a real challenge if you wish.

COMPUTER
_CORNER
JOH N E. MOSLEY
A number of programs are hard to classify, and in
this issue I'll review several. In the next two issues, I'll
look at electronic star charts (there are finally some good
ones!) and at Halley's Comet software.

Tranquility Base (L. Roberts, Peachtree Software
Inc., 3445 Peachtree Road N.E., Atlanta, GA 30326; $40
on disk for Apple II or Franklin Ace), simulates a flight
to the moon and a landi ng on its su rface. The bu Ik of
the program involves the stages in landing a spacecraft
using joystick and keyboard while monitoring fuel, thrust,
altitude, velocity, pitch, etc. on the instrument panel.

Star Search (Earthware Computer Services, PO Box
30039, Eugene, OR 97403; $45 on disk for Apple II) is
a two-hour educational adventure that takes you to the
planets around Epsilon Eridani which you explore and
then return home. Up to four people can play, and each
is captain of his/her exploration ship. The captains select
crew members (the choices are anthropologist, astrophysicist, botanist, chemist, cyberneticist, engineer, exobiologist, geologist, geophysicist, meteorologist, microbiologist, planetary astronomer, planetologist, and zoologist, each with his/her own experience, strengths, and
weaknesses) and supplies from a wide variety of choices,
and travels to Epsilon Eridani. Once there, you explore
the planets that you fi nd, usi ng landers, crawlers, d ri lis,
cameras, UV and IR telescopes, radio telescopes, atmospheric probes, seismometers, gravi meters, magnetometers, etc., (crew members may be able to manufacture
additional instruments depending on their skills) and
analyze the planet and its atmosphere to detect life. The
success of the mission depends on the number of correct decisions and interpretations that each captain makes
while consuming limited resources, and the mission ends
when you return home safely. "Star Search" should keep
a lot of budding space cadets busy for some time.

IIPrecess" is a short Apple program by Keith Johnson and in public domain that precesses coordinates
using accurate formulae from any epoch to any other.
IIPerpetual Calendar /" by Tom Lorenzi nand IIPerpetual
Calendar WI (anonymousL both for Apples and in public
domain, print an attractive calendar for any month or
series of months.
In the last column, I asked to hear about additional
astronomical services available via computer and modem.
Space News responded that they have initiated a "computer information service to dissemi nate news of discoveries and developments as rapidly as possi ble./1 They
can be reached in the PRO area of CompuServe at
"R SPACENWSTXT" not far from the similar Sky and
Telescope news service. Their CompuServe I D number
is 70376,534.

Rendezvous reviewed two columns ago, has been
bought by Peachtree Software and is available from
dealers or from Peachtree at 1-800-554-8900. It will now
run on Atari in addition to Apple.
l

Star Calli (Software City, Box 11082, Station H, Nepean, Ontario K2H 7TB, Canada; $30 on disk for IBMPC), generates a calendar for any month between 1984
and 1990 inclusive (only 7 years!) that lists moon phases,
eclipses, planet oppositions, meteor showers, and other
miscellaneous astronomical events. A companion program (included) generates a real-time astronomical clock
that keeps time in 6 standards: local standard, local
daylight, local civil, local mean sidereal, universal, and
Greenwich mean sidereal.

I've been asked if anyone knows of a program that
predicts tides.
The March-April Issue of Mercury contains a brief
description of several dozen astronomy microcomputer
programs.
I continue to distribute for the cost of a legal selfaddressed envelope stamped with $.39 postage, a 7-page
comprehensive list of astronomical software available for
microcomputers. The list is updated monthly. D

The Astronomy Disk (Sheridan Simon, Prentice-Hall
I nc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632 and avai lable from the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific; $35 on disk for
Apple II) is one of the more popular educational suites
of programs currently available. The 16 programs cover
the range of astronomical topics from such standbys as
elliptical orbits and Jupiter's moons to spectral types,
double stars, stellar evolution, and galaxies, and are
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MARK S. SON NTAC

WHAT

Do

OUR YOONG ADULT AUDIENCES
KNOW ABOUT SCIENCE?

We have all read the gloomy reports about the low
performances of American students on aptitude and
achievement tests. The so-called academic decline among
American youth is quite well documented. For example,
the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
has conducted three assessments in science (1969/70,
1972/73, & 1976/77) and has reported ("Three National
Assessments of Science", 1978) that:

informal exposures to science are for the most part their
only "science education" experiences. What knowledge about science and astronomy in particular do these
patrons bring with them when they come to our public
planetarium programs? That's difficult to answer with
certai nty, but the NAEP data can provide us with some
clues about how well informed this age group is about
some scientific facts and pri nci pies relati ng di rectly
to astronomy.

• All ages declined in performance from the first
to the second assessment in science. The third assessment
found performance levels of 9- and 13-year-olds near that
of the second assessment.

These findings indicate that the last decade saw
declines in performance in science among the three student populations. Although the rate of decline among
9 year-olds and 13 year-olds appears to have abated, the
decline among 17 year-olds continues. The findings for
the 17 year-olds are of particular interest to planetarians,
because these students will soon become part of the adult
population that attends our public planetarium programs.

First, let's examine the general results of two assessments. Approximately 2,000 young adults responded to
each science exercise in the 1972/73 assessment, and
approxi mately 1.1300 responded in 1976/77. Exercises
administered in each assessment ranged across a very
general level of science knowledge, and 20 exercises from
the second assessment were administered again in the
third assessment. Figure 1 summarizes the results. More
young adults correctly responded to the 20 repeat exercises in 1972/73 (44.6%) than in 1976/77 (40.7%). Figures 2
and 3 show the same trend in the subgroups based on
gender and race. Note the large disparity between males/females and whites/blacks.

In addition to the student populations described
above, the science knowledge of young adults was also
assessed by NAEP. The young adult population was defined
as those between the ages of 26 and 35. This group
represents many whose formal schooling has ceased and

The distressing decline between assessments 2 and
3 appears to be statistically significant. The trend we see
so clearly among school age students is also quite apparent among the young adults, although the cause for the
decline among young adults may be quite different.

• A further decline in performance was noted for
17 -year-olds for the second to the thi rd assessment.

Figure 2, Gender Results
Figure 3, Race Results
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National average percentages varied only slightly
between the two groups in both assessments, but clearly
both groups' performances declined between the two
assessments. Figure 6 shows the relative positions accordi ng to gender and race. The same differences between
malelfemale and white/black race are evident, but notice
that the gaps in performance between these subgroups
are greater in the young adult population. So much
greater, in fact, that black 17 year-olds outperformed
adults of their own race, and female 17 year-aids performed better than female adults. The disparity between
white/black and malelfemale actually grows after students
leave school.

The fact that young adults answered less than 50%
of the science exercises correctly should also concern
us. Let's take a closer look at some of the released exercises in order to better judge the seriousness of these
rather low scores.
Figure 4 shows the results of an astronomy exercise
about the relationship of the full moon and sunrise. Note
the low percentage of correct responses at both assessments, and the particularly dramatic decline from assessment 2 to assessment 3.
Figure 4
You are looking to the west and observe a full moon near the horizon.
What time is it?
Percent
Percent
Responding
Responding
1972-73
1976-77

•

0
0
0
0

It is about sunrise .
It is about noon.
It is about sunset.
It is about midnight.
I don't know

37.8
1.7
31.5
13.4
15.5 *

Figure 6
A Comparison Between
Young Adults and 17-Year-Olds by
Race/Ethnicity and Sex on 15 Overlapping Science Exercises

29.5
2.7
37.3
14.9
15.4 *

5

:#

White

: Adults
Age 17

o

*Column does not total 700% because of rounding and/or non-response.

RACE/
ETHNICITY

-5

Figure 5 gives the results on a question dealing
with mass/energy equivalency. It seems curious that this
rather abstract concept scores higher than a simple observation of the fu II moon's position at su n rise. Perhaps what
we are seei ng in these two exercises is the difference
between those being able to simply recall knowledge
(E = mc 2 ) and those able to apply concepts to a natural
setting (lunar phases).

-10
Black

-15

~

-20

1972-73

Age 17

_ _ _ _ Adults

1976-77

15

Figure 5

5

Which one was specifically suggested by E = mc 2 ?

Percent
Responding
1972-73

Percent
Responding
1976-77

4.7
4.2
6.3
8.0
39.9
37.0

4.6
2.6
5.9
8.6
37.8
40.2

0 Lasers

o
o
o
•

o

Television
Space travel
Jet propulsion
The nuclear reactor
I don't know

*

17 year-olds
40.6
36.8

.------""
III!

-10

SEX

..

1972-73

Age 17
Adults

1976-77

Now let's look at some individual released science
exercises administered to both 17 year-aids and young
adults.

*

Figure 7 gives the results on an astronomy item
about the reason for the seasons. Agai n, notice the rather
low showing on this exercise. Note that the most common response supposes that the earth's distance from the
sun is the most important cause of the seasons.
Figu re 8 reports on an exercise about the concept
of mass and properties of a vacuum. Again, both groups
scored quite low.

National Average Percentage Correct

41.9
36.4

- -

Adults
Age 17

Female

-5

In addition to longitudinal comparisons of young
adults' science knowledge, NAEP also administered 15
science exercises to both 17 year-olds and young adults.
The results on these 15 items are given below.

Adults

--

o

*Column does not total 700% because of rounding and/or nonresponse.

1972/73............................
1976/77 ............................

Male

10

Einstein's theory of the basic relationships between matter and energy
(E = mc 2 ) was proposed in the early 1900's. Below are some developments that occurred some years later.
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Adults
Figure 7. Which of the following is the most important cause of
the seasons in the temperate zones of the Earth?

III The Earth's axis is not at right angles to the plane of its orbit. .. .
The Earth is not always the same distance from the Sun ... , ...... .
1-::1 The Earth's speed is not constant during the year .................... .
The Earth's surface fS mostly covered with water ..................... .
o The Earth is not a perfect sphere ............................................. .
I don't know .......................................................................... .

o

o
o

17-Year-Olds
Percent
Percent
Responding
Responding
1972-73
1976-77

Percent
Responding
1972-73

Percent
Responding
1976-77

25.7
49.7
1.6
3.4
2.7
16.6t

29.9
48.8
2.1
4.3
4.4
1O.2t

31.0
50.2
2.1
3.0
4.9
8.4t

27.2
51.6
3.5
4.0
4.8
8.5t

40.3
22.9
3.6
1.5
19.7
11.7t

27.5
26.3
4.2
1.3
19.4
20.9t

46.8
26.8
1.8
.8
15.5
7.4t

38.1
29.1
2.8
1.0
15.1
10.8t

Figure 8. Suppose that a rubber balloon filled with air does not
leak and that it is taken from Earth to the Moon. One can be sure
that on the Moon, the balloon will have the same

o

size as on Earth ...................................................................... .
II mass as on Earth .................................................................... ..
o weight as on Earth ................................................................. ..
rate of fall as on Earth ............................................................ ..
ability to float as on Earth ...................................................... ..
I don't know ......................................................................... ..

o
o
o

t Column does not total

700% because of rounding and/or nonresponse.

What can we conclude from these data? Because
of the small number of exercises used to assess the scientific literacy of young adults, results are suggestive rather
than conclusive. Those of us who present public planetarium programs may well ask ourselves whether the
population of young adults tested by NAEP is representative of the subgroup that visits our planetariums. NAEP's
stratified, random sample of young adults would seem
to assure a representative sample of young adults, but
we are u nsu re of the characteristics of those who attend
our shows. With these precautions in mind, let's attempt
to see what these data may be telling us about young
adult visitors to our planetarium shows.

women and blacks to attend public programs and/or
classes. Planetarians alone (of cou rse) are not goi ng to
solve this major national problem, but perhaps meetings
with women's organizations and black community
leaders can provide ideas about how to tackle this growing disparity. D

REfERENCES---------------------------"Educating Americans for the 21st Century", The National
Science Board Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science, and Technology, Washington, D.C., 1983.

The decline in performance on science exercises
among young adults between 1972 and 1976 seems quite
real. The fou r physical science items that we have seen
all scored well below the national average percentage
correct on the enti re assessment. It wou Id seem that
young adults don't perform as well in the physical
sciences as they do on the other subject areas assessed.

Gardner, Marjorie H. & Yager, Robert E., "How Does the
U.S. Stack Up?", The Science Teache~ pp. 22-23,
October, 1983.
Holmes, Barbara J. & Wright, David, "What Do Young
Adults Know About Science?", National Assessment
of Educational Progress, Denver, Colorado, 1980.

According to data from the astronomy exercises, we
might expect that up to 70% of the young adults attending a planetarium program may not fully comprehend
the positional relationship of the sun and moon as it
relates to the phases of the moon or understand the
primary cause for the seasons. And similar percentages
do not understand the concepts of mass/energy equivalency and nature of mass. I think the message is c1earwe shouldn't expect our young adult audiences to bring
with them much knowledge about astronomy and related
topics, and we should be very cautious about assuming
that certain subjects are "common knowledge:'

Sonntag, Mark S., "National Surveys of Science Education: What Do They Tell Us About Astronomy
Teaching in the Schools?", P/anetarian/ Vol. 12,
No.4, pp. 28-29, 1983.

As teachers in the realm of informal education,
planetarians shou Id do all they can to encou rage both

"Today's ProblemslTomorrow's Crisis", National Science
Foundation, Washington, D.C. 1982.

Sonntag, Mark S. "National Assessment of Educational
Progress: A Report on the Resu Its of Astronomy
Exercises", 1969-1977, paper presented at International Planetarium Society Meeting, Washington,
D.C., 1978.
"Three Assessments of Science", National Assessment of
Educational Progress, Denver, Colorado, 1978.
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GERALD L MAllON
INTRODUCTION
The following planetarium program by Sheldon
Schafer is such a lesson. It provides the participants with
an opportunity to explore astronomical concepts and also
to learn about the use of false-color mapping as a tool in
such work. Other planetariums working with secondary
students may wish to add this program to their offerings.

In this computer age, one is often confronted with
maps and other graphics employing strange color combinations not usually found in nature. False-color imaging can
be an extremely valuable tool for conveying information
about everything from wave-lengths of radiation to topography. It is a technique that has usage in many diverse
areas: astronomy, geology, agriculture, and other topics.
Yet, false-color mapping can also be a very confusing and
disturbing phenomenon for those not familiar with it.
Because of this, and the tremendous value and increasing
usage of such imaging, activities which help students to
understand this method of portraying information are
extremely important parts of the educational process.

NOTE: Readers are encouraged to submit
articles describing planetarium lessons that they use
with secondary students (grades 7-72). Send materials to Or. Mallon at the address listed in the front
of the journal.

FALSE-COLOR DENSITY MAPPING OF THE MILKY WAY
Sheldon Schafer
Lakeview Museum Planetarium
Peoria, Illinois

PURPOSE:

PREPARATION:

Now that photographs are commonly used in elementary and junior high text books providing views of
our universe in wave-lengths other than the visible spectrum, there is a need to explain to students just how it
is that images can be created of something which the eye
can't see.

Orient the Milky Way to arc high across the sky,
from SE to NW. Set a "brute force" altitude ci rele, or
similar projector, to arc from E to W. (Meridian projector shou Id be avai lable for an N to S arc.)

This planetarium activity acquaints the student with
the principles of false-color imaging while producing a
density map of the Milky Way. In addition, the student
is introduced to the basic visual structu re of ou r galaxy.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
By the end of this lesson, the students will be able to:
1)

Describe the process by which a false-color
map is created.

2)

Describe how the density of visible stars varies
with respect to the "plane" of ou r galaxy.

3)

Demonstrate how a flat, two-dimensional map
represents a three-dimensional object.

MATERIALS:
Toilet Paper Tubes (preferably empty)
Data Sheets
Colored pencils or crayons
Scissors and tape

figure 1. Full-Dome Data Sheet
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PRESENTATION:
As the first step in this activity, the students must
collect the data in the dome. This is done by counting
the stars in each of twenty-eight segments of the sky.
These data are then recorded on the "Full-dome Data
Sheet" (Figure 7), which divides the dome into four basic
quadrants using the Meridian and other projectors. Since
the segments have been selected for ease of visual reference, rather than for exactly eq ual areas, some means
must be employed to assure that the students do sample
equal areas from within each of the 28 regions. This is
easi Iy done by havi ng the students restrict thei r view by
sighting through empty toilet paper tubes. Several counts
can be taken in each region and averaged, or each student can take only one or two counts per region, and
a class average derived. It takes approximately 20 minutes
for an 8th grade student to take 28 si ngle cou nts. The
activity works best if the Milky Way is oriented to arc high
across the sky.

Figure 2 shows results obtained using a Spitz star
field of 2,354 stars. Unfortunately, this black and white
rendition does not distinguish between the blue and purple shades. (This map was produced by an 8th grade student of St. Thomas School, Peoria 'Heights, Illinois.)

NOTE: As imprecise as it may seem; using the
quadrant lines
E-W) as boundaries/ we have needed
only to point out the rough outline of each segment or
to point out the approximate middle of each segment.
After this; the students have been able to visualize the
segments on their own since it only requires breaking
down a defined region into thirds. Ws quite possible that
there is some overlap/infringement; but since the resolution is quite coarse; it doesdt seem to affect the results
appreciably. Of course/ some maps come out much
better than others. Whether this is due to infringement/
to more care in accurate counting given by the individual
student/ or to the expected outcome from any sampling
exercise/ I cadt say.)

figure 2. Completed False-Color Density Map, folded
into a dome shape.

If the map is cut out and folded over into a dome,
then students can see how the two dimensional plane
is translated into a three-dimensional disc.
When complete, the student has not only produced
his own "false-color" image of our galaxy (based on stellar density data), but can also see how the density of stars
varies with respect to the "plane" of our galaxy. D

Once the students have their star counts (or stellar
densities) for each region, they are ready to convert this
information into a false-color image. To do this they must
determine how many increments of color variation will
be shown, what colors will be used, and how the star
counts will translate into colors. On this portion of the
activity, the students may be allowed to experiment with
different increments and colors, or they may be given
guidelines for their interpretation. We have found that,
because of the map's low resolution, four colors are adequate to show the plane of the Milky Way. Table I may
be used as a start for possible experimentation.

Table I
Average Number of Stars/Tube
0-10
11-17
18-24
25-Up

TYPESETTING
PRINTING & DESIGN
BY

INNOVATIVE INK

29 EAST KING STREET
LANCASTER, PA 17602
(717) 299-1541

Color
Yellow
Orange
Blue
Violet

3364 PAXTON STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17111
(717) 564-5880
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1985

ASTRONOMICAL

Astronomy Day
AL & ALPO & WAA & N DSOS
ASP
RASC
Stellafane
Riverside TMC
Apollo Rendezvous

U.S. & Canada: 27 April
Tucson, 17-22 June
Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff 23-28 June
Edmonton, 28 June-l July
Spri ngfield, Vermont
Camp Oakes, Big Bear, California, 24--27 May
Museum of Natural History, Dayton, Ohio, 7-8 June

AAVSO Spri ng
AAE & NSTA
NASW & AAAS
Space Colonization

Washington State, 14-16 June
Cincinnati, 18-21 April
Los Angeles, 23-28 May
Princeton, NJ 8-11 May

PAC
MAPS
GLPA
SWAP
SEPA
GPPA
PPA Spring
RMPA & PPA Fall

Toronto, 25-29 May
NYC, Hayden's 50th, 1-4 May
Cernan Planetarium, Triton College, River Grove, IL, October
Noble Planetarium, Ft. Worth, Texas, 11-13 April
Land Between the Lakes, KY, 9-12 June
Southwest State University, Marshall, MN, 17-19 October
Yosemite, 12-13 April
Hansen Planetarium, Salt Lake City, 4-6 October

IAU
AAS Summer
DDA
SPD
DPS
Meteoritical Society
Lunar & Planetary
CAS/SCA

Delhi, India, 19-28 November
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, 2-6 June
University of Texas, Austin, 27-29 March
Tucson, Arizona, 13-15 May
Balti more, 28 October-l Novem ber
Bordeaux, France, 16-19 July
Johnson Space Center, Houston, 11-15 March
David Du n lap Observatory, Toronto, 28-31 May

AANC
NCRAL
NERAL
MSRAL
IOTA & SWRAL
NWRAL
AstroAssembly
Custer Jamboree

NASA Ames, Moffett Field, CA 14-15 September
FermiLab, Batavia, IL 20 April
Keene, NH
Wichita, Kansas, late June
Texas Star Party, Prude Ranch, Ft. Davis, 15-19 May
Spokane, 18-21 Ju Iy
Seagrave Observatory, N. Scituate, R.I., 5 October
Custer Institute, Southold, LI, NY, 18-20 October
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1986: 19 April

SKY NC>TES
JACK DUNN

you now know where he got the idea. Be patient and
explain that we are interested in new music, but we do
have many requirements which do not permit a casual
money-making performance in the same way they might
playa local bar. We are also individuals, and whereas
I, in one situation, might welcome some live performances, many others might not be either equipped for
or interested in this type of production.

No, I have not been hoarding material. But I do
have several items to cover.
Some planetaria have experimented with presentation of live music in their theaters. Everything from
classical to bluegrass to rock has been performed under
the dome. Therefore, I was intrigued when I got a call
from "Keyboard Magazine:' A writer for Keyboard was
doing a story on one Jim Eschleman who supposedly had
been playing live concerts in the southeastern U.S. The
writer suggested he had heard that SEPA was setting up
a tour for Eschleman playing planetaria in the region.
SEPA has always been innovative so I found this interesting. I suggested that planetaria were familiar with music
by composers such as Vangelis, Tomita, and Jarre. And
we also have keyboard artists like Mark Petersen and Jack
Tamal doing extensive planetarium work. Naturally, it
would be interesting to hear about others working on
music for the domed theater.

Speaki ng of keyboard artists, Jonn Serrie has a new
"Future Music Library" now available for use in creating
soundtracks. There is one tape (Vol. 1) of Entrance Music
and general backgrounds (i.e. "Pretty Space;' "Space Information;' "Deep Space;' etc.). Cost is approximately $80.
A second tape features "Sound Effects:' These are
for ~elected uses such as "black holes;' "Iazer zaps:'
"nebulae," etc. Cost is about $60.00.
Both tapes are high quality. John has done soundtracks for several of our larger planetaria and his experience shows. Also, these tapes provide the kind of backgrounds which, used properly, have a very full sound
without overpowering the narration. The price is reasonable and the music enjoyable. Why not check out the
"Future Music Library?" John's new address is Box 930096,
Norcross, Georgia 30093.

U nfortu nately, once the article appeared in "Keyboard" it presented a different description of the planetarium field from what I would have expected. The author
was correct in one respect, referring to most of us as
suffering from poor budgets. But the article is replete with
musicians' terms suggesting that keyboard players might
play "gigs" on the "Planetarium circuit:' Planetarians are
described as "managers" which might suggest a night
club or lounge as our place of business. Unfortunately,
the author of this article was misled or confused by some
press releases from Eschleman into believing that SEPA
had set up a tour for him around the planetaria of the
area (which was not true). Whatever the confusing elements of the description of Eschleman, my main worry
here is that other musicians and artists may get the wrong
impression of our theaters. If an area keyboard player
suddenly calls you up and askes about playing a "gig"

I should mention that even as John Serriebrings
out his first planetarium music tracks, Mark Petersen of
Loch Ness Productions has now announced Music Back
Pack #9. (Cost approximately $35.) Could I again suggest that you investigate these and other composer's efforts to bring us music to which the copyright clearance is
being paid as a part of the sale? It is only fair. So those
of you buying records or copying off your local FM
station, please note that it is possible to find good, legally
obtained music that is affordable. D

Superstitious drawings of a comet that appeared over Central Europe in 1661.
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times. This prediliction, labelled "the Buffalo Effect"
in one chapter, has an important bearing on the way
research actually proceeds. Seldom is science done
according to the textbooks and seldom has this been
demonstrated more clearly than in IISerendipitous Dis-

WHAT'S

_N_E_W
_ __
JAMES BROWN

coveries in Radio Astronomy."
Concerning those who made the original discoveries, John Kraus suggests that it did not matter what your
label was, whether physicist, astronomer, or electrical
engineer. Whrt was important was IIbeing in the right
place with the right equipment doing the right experiment at the right time:'

"SERENDIPITOUS
DISCOVERIES IN
RADIO ASTRONOMY"
A book review by Gerrit L. Verschuur

R. Hanbury Brown agreed, but added that the right
person is also the one who does not know too much.
An excess of knowledge, or expectation, tends to blind
us to the unexpected. Serendipity requires that we be
open to the unexpected. Brown appeals to us to reconsider our entire educational system. We may be overspecializing in the graduate programs in the USA. When
a researcher becomes too focused on a specific issue,
he may be shutting off that very openness which is
required to make progress in new directions. As to
creati ng an atmosphere cond ucive to new discovery,
rigorous scientific planning may sometimes stand in the
way of a breakthrough.

If you like gossipy tidbits, as well as solid information about the early days of radio astronomy, IISerendipitous Discoveries in Radio Astronomy" (321 pages) is a
fabulous resource for you.

IISerendipitous Discoveries" is the report of a workshop held at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory
in Green Bank during May, 1983. The meeting brought
together 27 members of Karl jansky's family and dozens
of pioneers in the field of radio astronomy to celebrate
the fiftieth anniversary of Karl jansky's discovery of radio
emission from the Milky Way. The relaxed atmosphere
of the workshop allowed participants to be very frank
about how their discoveries were made. The talks revealed
the "real" side of research. As an example, Jocelyn Bell,
writing about her involvement in the discovery of pulsars,
says: "We analysed (actually we didn'C I analysed) all this
chart by hand:' One sees images of the hapless graduate
student doing all the work which later lays the foundations for a major breakthrough in the work of the laboratory or observatory. This frankness is typical of the fresh
air that blows through the pages of book.

Sir Bernard Lovell expressed concern over the increasing computerization of radio astronomical data
taking and analysis. The computer programs are designed
by those who think they know exactly what they are looking for, which suggests that we may be blinding ourselves
to the unexpected.

IISerendipitous Discoveries" is not just a series of
anecdotes and inside stories about radio astronomy,
valuable though these will be to planetarians. It contains
frank discussion of important questions regarding the way
science is practiced.

The "true" stories of the discoveries of pu Isars,
quasars, the three-degree background radiation, planetary
and solar radio waves, Jupiter's radiation belts, the rotation
of Mercury radio stars and so on, are give in personal terms.

This delightful book is filled with everything you
always wanted to know about the birth of radio astronomy and hadn't realized anyone would reveal, except in
private conversations at a cocktail party to which we
wouldn't be invited! It is a must for any planetarium's
resource library.

Grote Reber's story, as well as anecdotal and factual material about the early days of radio astronomy in
England, the US, and Australia, give a nice overview of
how the new science of radio astronomy often evolved
through serendipitous discovery.

The book, edited by K. Kellermann and B. Sheets, is
available at a price of $7, including postage and handling,
from The Librarian, The National Radio Astronomy Observatory P.O. Box 2, Green Bank, WV 24944-0002. D

The original lack of interest on the part of professional astronomers in this new subject is legendary. The
story of how astronomers gradually and sometimes reluctantly, became more and more involved after World War
II is given here.

Gerrit L. Verschuur
NRAO
Edgemont Road
Charlottesville, VA 22907

An important part of the book is a series of papers
on the methodology of scientific research. Astronomers,
like all fallible persons, tend to follow the fashion of the
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Rita Fairman of Akima Planetarium in Knoxville, Tennessee eavesdropped as a middle-aged matronly woman
described the first date she had with her astronomerhusband of 20 years: "/ thought he was very romantic
when he said we would go out and look at the stars. You
know what? We really did!"

JANE'S
_CORNER
JAN E G. HASH NGS
Well, I got my application in by the deadline! It's
wait-and-see time. I know I'll be the one they choose;
I've already put my house on the market because I know
they're going to ask me to go allover the country for a
year or so and give talks about my experiences as the
first teacher in space!

A class that had just seen a planet show was all
warmed up for further discussion at Jane G. Hastings'
planetarium; they began to volunteer information about
the mythological character of personages for whom newly
discovered moons of planets are named, each contributing
what he knew. Their knowledge was extensive and the
discussion complex; then one student asked, "How does
a planet have a moon ... like a lady has a baby?"

I've got all the right credentials: 1. I've heard two
Shuttle astronauts speak about being in space (they
loved it!), 2. I've watched every single shuttle launch
and landing on TV (they don't all look the same to me!,
3. I love space (I can quote all of Archibald MacLeish's
poem from memory: "To see the earth ... they are truly
brothers"). But here's the clincher: I have 10 accrued days
of flying time in space, this year alone, having gone to
Pluto and back 240 times by actual count. Every day,
several times a day, using a short version of Hansen
Planetarium's To Worlds Unknown; 30 students and I hop
in the shuttle, go to the outer planets of the solar system
and return, viewing many wondrous things in our path.
We get excited about it every time.

Planetarian Jim Sharp, Director of Smithsonian Institution Spacearium in Washington, D.C. recalls a planetarium show during which a janitor opened a door behind
the dome, appearing silhouetted in the "sky:' A voice
from the audience said, "Look, Mommy, ~here's God!"
Ben Casados of Video Vision Associates in California
remembers when he and Bill Nixon of NASA Headquarters
were coordinating a computer sequence on tape:
Ben: "All right, Bill, give me a countdown to start:'
Bill: "OK, Ben. Here goes: 1-2-3-4 .. :'
Ben, formerly with JPL in Pasadena, was giving one
of many Voyager slide talks. Europa, one of Jupiter's
moons, showed a computer dropout blip as a streak just
above and touching the image of the moon.

I'm not nervous about my shuttle flight at all; I'm
a real space veteran. How can they refuse me? I already
know the questions (and answers) that I will encounter
on my year-long post-Shuttle tour. I practice them every
day. And I promise I can be enthusiastic each day of the
tour. I've seen the look in those astronaut's eyes; they
re-live the thrill each time they tell about being in space.
So shall I.

Question from the audience: "What's that towerlooking thing?"
Ben: "That's the RFE tower:'
Q:

"What's that?"

Ben: "Radio Free Europa!"

OVERHEAD

Bill Busler asked a class at the Pink Palace
Planetarium in Memphis, Tenn.: "Now, students, what
do you think a 'ilplanetarian" is?"

Richard Knapp, Director of Davis Planetarium,
Jackson, Miss., commenting on participants from the
same facility who come to a planetarium conference:
"The director comes fee-paid, interns come on a grant,
and the
pays its own way:'

A: "If you cut off its head, it will grow a new one!" D

Planetarian Everett Q. Carr of Herkimer BOCES
Planetarium, Herkimer, N.Y. to 5th grade class: "Does
anyone know the names of any of the groups of stars in
the sky we call constellations?"

PLANETARIUM PROJECTOR

Wanted to Purchase. Small size second hand
in perfect condition to suit approximately 50 foot
dome, to be shipped to Durban.
Send all details and relevant information to:
The Chairman
Astronomical Society of Southern Africa
Natal Centre, P.O. Box 5330
Durban 4000, South Africa.

A: "Star-Spangled Banner!"
Tomlinson, planetarian from Grand Rapids,
Michigan, received convention information for a recent
Southwestern Association of Planetariums (SWAP) conference, including a Hilton Inn reservation card which
identified the group as "SAP".
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